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Abraham Lincoln
& His Last Resting Place

A Leaflet Published for
Distribution at the National

Lincoln Monument in the

City of Springfeld, Illinois

&:^&^ I ^^^^^
Compiled by EDWARD S.

JOHNSON, Custodian

THE Life of Abraham Lincoln has been written by manv
men in many tongues. The resources of rhetoric and
eloquence have been exhausted in their portrayal of this

character that however viewed holds a lesson for all mankind.
In this brief space and for the purpose which this leaflet is

designed to serve, the simple homely details of the martyred

President's early life could not be better told than in his own
words. No polished recital could be so prized by the great

multitude who hold his memory dear as this transcript of a

letter written in 1859 to his friend the Hon. Jesse W. Fell, of

Bloomington, Illinois:
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN
8 and his last resting place

to be established: Its successful inaintenance against a formidable-

internal attempt to overthrow it. Congress ably sup^jorted Mr. Lin-

coln. It placed at his disposal five hundred million dollars and gave

him liberty to call out half a million men. During all the years of that

long, sad war there were loyal hearts among his admirers that held up
the hands of their President, but the crowning personality, the strong,

pervading, directing, controlling spirit was that of Abraham Lincoln,,

whether watching the progress of events from his almost beleagured

capital or while visiting and mingling with his army at the front.

Never for a moment did he lay aside his personal responsibility.

Never did he swerve from his resolve, expressed in the words of his

memorable speech at the dedication of the soldiers' graves at Gettys-

burg:

"We have come to dedicate a portion of this field as a final resting

place for those who here gave their lives that the nation might live.

But, in a larger sense, we cannot dedicate, we cannot consecrate, we
cannot hallow this ground. The brave men, living and dead, who
struggled here have consecrated it far beyond our power to add or de-

tract. The world will little note nor long remember what we say here,

but it can never forget what they did here. It is for us, the living,

rather to be dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who
fought here have so nobly advanced. It is rather for iis to be here
dedicated to the great task remaining before us, that from these hon-
ored dead we take increased devotion to that cause for which they gave
the last full measure of devotion, that we here highly resolve that these

dead shall not have died in vain; that this nation, under God, shall

have a new birth of freedom and that government of the people, by
the people and for the people shall not perish from the earth."

The story of the war and the life of Lincoln are inseparable. The
recital of all those years of marching, camping, fighting, of wounds,

privations, victory, defeat and death cannot be made without the story

of Lincoln interwoven into its warp and woof. In intimate connection

with his life as President, many beautiful letters remain, written during

this period of storm and stress, and they attest to his quick and un-

failing sympathy with those in trouble. Such is the Une written in

haste carrying pardon to the worn-out lad sentenced to be shot for

sleeping at his post.

The letter sent to the gentle Quaker, Eliza P. Gurney, who, on be-

half of her people, the Friends, protested against what seemed to them,

the great sin of war. To her he writes:
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN
and HIS LAST resting place 21

Jesse K, DuBois. S. H. Treat,
James C. CoNKr.iNd. (). M. Hatch.
John Williams, S. H. Melvin,
Jacob Bunn, Jamls H. Bevehidol:,

David L. Phillips.

The temporary vault was built and the body of President Lincoln

removed from the receiving vault of tlie cemetery on December 21,

18^)5. The body was placed in the crypt of the monument September

19, 1871, and was placed in the sarcophagus in the center of the cata-

comb October 9, 1874.

Owing to the instability of the earth under its foundations and its

unequal settling the structure had begun to show signs of disintegra-

tion, necessitating taking it down and rebuilding it from the founda-

tion. The work was begun by Col. J. S. Culver in November, 1899. and
finished June 1, 1901. A cemented vault was made beneath the Hoor

of the catacomb directly underneath the sarcophagus and in this vault

the body of President Lincoln was placed September 2(5, 1901, where

it will probably remain undisturbed forever.

The monument is built of brick and Quincy granite, the latter

material only appearing in view. It consists of a square base 72^ feet

on each side and 15 feet, 10 inches high. At the north side of the

base is a semi-circular projection, the interior of which has a radius of

12 feet. It is the vestibule of the catacomb, and gives access to view

the crypts in which are placed the bodies of Mr. Lincoln's wife and

sons and his grandson, Abraham Lincoln, son of Hon. Robert T. Lin-

coln. On the south side of the base is another semi-circular projection

of the same size, but this is continued into the base so as to produce a

room of elliptical shape, which is called Memorial Hall. Thus the

base measures, including these two projections, 119| feet from north

to south and 72^ feet from east to west. In the angles formed by the

addition of these two projections are handsome flights of stone steps,

two on each end. These steps are projected by granite balustrades,

which extend completely around the top of the base, which forms a

terrace. .From the plane of this terrace rises the obelisk, or die, which

is 28 feet, 4 inches high from the ground, and tapered to 11 feet square

at the top. At the angles of this die are four pedestals of 11 feet di-

ameter, rising 12^ feet above the plane of the terrace. This obelisk^

including the area occupied by the pedestals, is 41 feet square, while

from the obelisk rises the shaft, tapering to 8 feet square at the sum-

mit. Upon the four pedestals stand the four bronze groups, represent-
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